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Which is it likely to be?

“Time discovers truth.”

Seneca

A Ned Davis Research note published
earlier his month was sarcastically titled “Turns out, growth looks like it
was transitory – inflation is more
sticky”.1
The title is the inverse of what the US
Federal Reserve policymakers have
been saying since March. America is
facing its most sustained price pressures since 1990, with headline CPI
index up 5.3% in the last year. Bear in
mind, the consumer price index is a
generalization and not necessarily representative of what people actually
pay.
In the past year for instance, hourly
wages have risen by 7.5% but new cars
cost 10% more, rental accommodations
are up by 12%, while used cars and
new homes are 20% more expensive.2
CPI would be running even hotter if
it reflected true consumer expenses
rather than arbitrary concepts, such as
‘Owner’s Equivalent Rent’ (a substitute for housing costs). These price
increases all appear to be persistent
rather than proving “transitory”, as the
Fed claims.

ing implies higher inflation
(assuming a constant or rising money
supply) and vice versa in the case of
falling velocity. Recently, there has
been a noticeable uptick in velocity.
The Fed has decided that they would
rather let consumers struggle with
higher prices for now than slow an
economic recovery by raising interest rates. The Fed is also caught in a
debt trap, with high public and private debt ratios. It would struggle to
normalise rates without triggering a
financial market crash. Indeed, a
sharp increase in interest rates would
have a calamitous effect because of
the $28.5 trillion national debt.
So we are at the stage where politicians blame businesses for causing
the inflation that the policymakers
themselves have created. President
Biden has blamed rising gas prices
on “profiteering”. One of his economic advisors at the National Economic Council insisted that meat
prices rose faster than normal because four companies controlled the

supply. How does this finger pointing incentivize production?
Higher prices have a psychological
component, and inflation expectations are becoming un-anchored for
one and three years out. (See chart)
The latest University of Michigan
survey of consumers showed that
Americans are beginning to panic
over soaring inflation.3
The current spike in inflation will
likely last longer than expected due
to the break of supply lines (think
microchips or energy). And if supply
chains are as in much trouble due to
covid as some experts say they are,
the economy faces the risk of cascading failures. The same University of
Michigan survey showed that Americans buying intentions have plunged
to the lowest levels on record. Prices
will not just rise a little, and demand
will not adjust down a little, but both
could change by a lot. Eventually,
the supply chain disruption will
mend, and inflation will probably
decline as supply comes back online.

However, these alarming price increases pale in comparison with the money
supply increase - up by an astounding
25 percent over the past year! This
massive printing was to help offset the
collapse in the velocity of money. The
velocity of money refers to the frequency of monetary transactions in an
economy, which contributes to economic growth. A rising velocity read-
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Governments everywhere have been
desperate to escape the deflationary
clutches of the 2007 - 09 Financial Crisis. They have done so by lowering
interest rates to entice ever greater borrowings, trying to solve a debt problem
with even more debt. Beyond some
threshold though, debt exerts almost a
gravitational pull on economic growth.

Now a third scenario is presenting itself: stagflation. Stagflation is when
inflation runs higher than economic
growth or than an economy in recession. In today’s case, inflation would
continue to be stoked by loose monetary and fiscal policies colliding with
supply bottlenecks while growth would
be hampered because of the debt trap.

Currently, this gravitational drag is
difficult to gauge, especially on a macro economic level. For example, we
don’t yet know the full repercussions
of the ‘Common Prosperity’ campaign
(capitalism with communist characteristics) underway in China. The Evergrande delinquency is but one casualty.
Until now, state ownership of commodities to support industry has kept a
floor in commodity prices. The campaign’s multiplier effect on the Chinese economy could export a deflationary wave across the world.

“Moreover, a host of medium-term
persistent negative supply shocks could
curtail growth over time and drive up
production costs, adding to the inflationary pressure ... Such shocks could
stem from de-globalization and rising
protectionism, the balkanization of
global supply chains, demographic
ageing in developing and emerging
economies, migration restrictions, the
Sino-American “decoupling,” the effects of climate change on commodity
prices, pandemics, cyberwarfare, and
the backlash against income and
wealth inequality.”4

Government policies often exacerbate
what they claim to protect. Policy makers are trying to deal with the debt
problem by ‘monetizing’ it - using inflation to reduce the size of debt relative to the size of the economy. In this
case, American middle classes, real
wages, and small businesses are all
being squeezed by inflation. The alternatives to debt monetization are uncomfortable: deflation (which results in
write-offs, bankruptcies and unemployment) or default.

In this stagflation scenario, nominal
bond yields would rise much higher as
inflation expectations become unanchored. Real yields would also be
higher because rapid and volatile price
growth would boost the risk premia on
longer-term bonds. Under these conditions, the stock market would be vulnerable to a sharp pullback.5
Stagflation would also feature in a
growth slowdown. Weakening demand
could turn out to be persistent, particu-

larly if monetary and fiscal stimulus is
withdrawn too soon. In this case, lower aggregate demand and slower economic growth would lead to lower
inflation but stocks would correct to
reflect the weaker growth outlook. In
response, bond yields would fall because real yields and inflation expectations would also be lower. What is
most surprising currently is that real
yields have dropped more than inflation expectations have risen. The
combined effect has been to lower
nominal yields.
There is a belief held by investors that
higher inflation should mean a more
hawkish Fed. The supply shock we
are currently experiencing means the
Fed’s response is not clear cut. Raising interest rates will make the growth
shock worse. Tapering - which is another form of tightening - will compound the economic slowdown. A
slowdown will promote an even more
powerful easing response in the future. However, the moment the Fed
decides to act, events may overwhelm
policies.
The US Federal Reserve is in danger
of making a damaging policy mistake.
It has an inflation problem. It also has
deflation problem. America - and
many other countries - may end up
with stagflation, a scourge of both
problems.
Time alone will tell.
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